
 
Week 3 Day 2 

Mirror Workout 

The average golf ball has 336 dimples. 

Goal________________________________________________ 
 
Workout 
** You will need a mirror and a ball of socks about the size of a softball 
** If possible a power line- which can be a pitching mat, chalk line, tape or I have had people use the 
lines between tile on the floor 
** You will also need a target of some sort on the wall- if possible about the size of a piece of paper 
**Make sure you still use your glove even though it is inside 

● Mobility Warm Up 
● 5 spins of fastball and change up with a softball-baseball- and golf ball 

**Everything else is with a sock ball 
● 15 PVC overhead - https://vimeo.com/485244174/dc8acf9d56 

○ Focus on hip rotation while keeping chest open 
● 15 Hands on wall-tennis ball in back knee- https://vimeo.com/485239260/0671ce15c7 

○ Try and do 15 without dropping ball 
● 15 Kneel on opposite knee - into mirror- https://vimeo.com/475089898/b1288a2f4a  
● 15 Balance on throwing arm foot - https://vimeo.com/485247437/a7ceb05545 
● 20 Stop in K- Finish pitch- Any pitch you want to work on arm/hand position  

○ 10 into mirror  
○ 10 into target 

● 20 Full fake pitches- Any pitch- Go hard and feel mechanics 
● 15 Full fastballs- into wall- use whatever ball is appropriate for you to throw into the wall you 

have- sock ball, tennis ball, foam ball 
○ Mark an X on the wall and hit it 

● 15 Full pitches into the wall- use whatever ball is appropriate for you to throw into the wall 
you have- sock ball, tennis ball, foam ball 

○ EYES CLOSED Feel mechanics 
● 10 min of mirror work 

○ Grab socks balled up and watch yourself “pitch”in the mirror.  
○ At least 10 slow full circles from open position watching your arm path and hand 

position 
○ Then spend the rest of the time focusing on something you need to work on 

 
“She knew the power of her mind, so she programmed it for success.” 
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